Incomplete Solutions by Wole Talabi

An elderly woman in early 22nd century Lagos is called in to help test the artificial
intelligence built from her genius mother's mind, but all is not as it seems in the Nommoaward winning story, "The Regression Test".
Exiled from Earth for a crime of passion, a young man must learn to survive a barely
habitable prison planet and come to peace with his past in "Polaris".
"Wednesday's Story", nominated for the 2018 Caine Prize, is at once a retelling of nursery
rhymes and folklore and a meta-fictional meditation on the mechanics, art and power of
storytelling.
In the novella "Incompleteness Theories", an international team, led by a Nigerian physicist,
try to invent teleportation technology with haunting, unforeseen results.
From the bustling streets of Lagos to the icy moons of Jupiter, this debut collection of twenty
stories from the vivid imagination of the award-winning Wole Talabi explores what it means
to be human in a world of accelerating technology, diverse beliefs, and unlimited potential,
from a uniquely Nigerian perspective.

Parable of the Sower by Octavia E Butler

In 2025, with the world descending into madness and anarchy, one woman begins a fateful
journey toward a better future.
Lauren Olamina and her family live in one of the only safe neighborhoods remaining on the
outskirts of Los Angeles. Behind the walls of their defended enclave, Lauren’s father, a
preacher, and a handful of other citizens try to salvage what remains of a culture that has been
destroyed by drugs, disease, war, and chronic water shortages. While her father tries to lead
people on the righteous path, Lauren struggles with hyperempathy, a condition that makes her
extraordinarily sensitive to the pain of others.
When fire destroys their compound, Lauren’s family is killed and she is forced out into a
world that is fraught with danger. With a handful of other refugees, Lauren must make her
way north to safety, along the way conceiving a revolutionary idea that may mean salvation
for all mankind.

Icarus by Roger Levy

On a near-future Earth, humankind is reaping the harvest of its heedless exploitation of the
natural world. Environmental disaster looms. One man, architect of a spiritual empire that has
also endowed him with vast wealth and temporal power, believes he has the answer. Known
to his flock as the Captain, this man is prepared to do whatever it takes to achieve his vision.
Light-years away lies the planet Haven. Its wind-scoured, irradiated surface is uninhabitable,
giving its human colonists no choice but to go underground. Generations have passed since
that first landfall, and the settlement has grown into a vast subterranean community that is
constantly pushing farther out into the rock. Haven is a regimented society, with each
individual carefully assessed for ability and slotted into the proper job in the proper
Department. Chief among these Departments is Fact, whose personnel preserve Haven's
history and the small store of information about its beginning, ensuring not only that
knowledge will never again be lost, but that it never becomes corrupted. In Haven, Fact is
everything; unFact is a crime.
Deep under Haven, one of the survey teams that explore the planet's substrate in advance of
the community's constant drive to expand makes an unbelievable discovery: an orbital escape
pod immured in a solidified lake of lava. Inside is a mummified corpse; on the walls is
scrawled a message: I was betrayed. The repercussions of this discovery, its significance for
the lost history of Haven and the hidden history of Haze, and its links to an ancient
conspiracy born on Earth, will threaten the artificial stasis of both societies -- perhaps even
their survival.

Blindsight by Peter Watts

It's been two months since a myriad of alien objects clenched about the Earth, screaming as
they burned. The heavens have been silent since - until a derelict space probe hears whispers
from a distant comet. Something talks out there: but not to us. Who to send to meet the alien,
when the alien doesn't want to meet? Send a linguist with multiple-personality disorder, and a
biologist so spliced to machinery he can't feel his own flesh. Send a pacifist warrior, and a
vampire recalled from the grave by the voodoo of paleogenetics. Send a man with half his
mind gone since childhood. Send them to the edge of the solar system, praying you can trust
such freaks and monsters with the fate of a world. You fear they may be more alien than the
thing they've been sent to find - but you'd give anything for that to be true, if you knew what
was waiting for them.

Triangulum by Masande Ntshanga

In 2040, the South African National Space Agency receives a mysterious package containing
a memoir and a set of digital recordings from an unnamed woman who claims the world will
end in ten years. Assigned to the case, Dr Naomi Buthelezi, a retired professor and science
fiction writer, is hired to investigate the veracity of the materials, and whether or not the
woman's claim to have heard from a "force more powerful than humankind" is genuine.
Thus begins TRIANGULUM, a found manuscript composed of the mysterious woman's
memoir and her recordings. Haunted by visions of a mysterious machine, the narrator is a
seemingly adrift 17-year-old girl, whose sick father never recovered from the shock of losing
his wife. She struggles to navigate school, sexual experimentation, and friendship across
racial barriers in post-apartheid South Africa.
When three girls go missing from their town, on her mother's birthday, the narrator is
convinced that it has something to do with "the machine" and how her mother also went
missing in the '90s. Along with her friends, Litha and Part, she discovers a puzzling book on
UFOs at the library, the references and similarities in which lead the friends to believe that
the text holds clues to the narrators's mother's abduction. Drawing upon suggestions in the
text, she and her friends set out on an epic journey that takes them from their small town to an
underground lab, a criminal network, and finally, a mysterious, dense forest, in search of
clues as to what happened to the narrator's mother.

Eragon by Christopher Paolini

When Eragon finds a polished blue stone in the forest, he thinks it is the lucky discovery of a
poor farm boy; perhaps it will buy his family meat for the winter. But when the stone brings a
dragon hatchling, Eragon soon realizes he has stumbled upon a legacy nearly as old as the
Empire itself.
Overnight his simple life is shattered, and he is thrust into a perilous new world of destiny,
magic, and power. With only an ancient sword and the advice of an old storyteller for
guidance, Eragon and the fledgling dragon must navigate the dangerous terrain and dark
enemies of an Empire ruled by a king whose evil knows no bounds.
Can Eragon take up the mantle of the legendary Dragon Riders? The fate of the Empire may
rest in his hands.

The Eyes of the Dragon by Stephen King

A kingdom is in turmoil as the old king dies, murdered by a strange and horrible poison.
While the land of Delain mourns, the evil wizard Flagg, hatches an unscrupulous plot, which
sees the King's eldest son Peter imprisoned for his father's murder, and the youngest son
inherit the throne. Only Peter knows the truth about his own innocence and the evil that is
Flagg. Only Peter can save Delain from the horror that Flagg has in store. But first, he must
escape from the high tower.

The Neverending Story by Michael Ende

The story begins with a lonely boy named Bastian and the strange book that draws him into
the beautiful but doomed world of Fantastica. Only a human can save this enchanted place by
giving its ruler, the Childlike Empress, a new name. But the journey to her tower leads
through lands of dragons, giants, monsters, and magic, and once Bastian begins his quest, he
may never return. As he is drawn deeper into Fantastica, he must find the courage to face
unspeakable foes and the mysteries of his own heart.

The Nobody People by Bob Proehl

Avi Hirsch has always known his daughter was different. But when others with incredible,
otherworldly gifts reveal themselves to the world, Avi realizes that her oddness is something
more—that she is something more. With this, he has a terrifying revelation: Emmeline is now
entering a society where her unique abilities unfairly mark her as a potential threat. And even
though he is her father, Avi cannot keep her safe forever.
Emmeline soon meets others just like her: Carrie Norris, a teenage girl who can turn invisible
. . . but just wants to be seen. Fahima Deeb, a woman with an uncanny knack for machinery .
. . but it’s her Muslim faith that makes the U.S. government suspicious of her.
They are the nobody people—ordinary individuals with extraordinary gifts who want one
only thing: to live as equals in an America that is gripped by fear and hatred. But the
government is passing discriminatory laws. Violent mobs are taking to the streets. And one of
their own—an angry young man seething with self-loathing—has used his power in an act of
mass violence that has put a new target on the community. The nobody people must now
stand together and fight for their future, or risk falling apart.

Shadow and Bone by Leigh Bardugo

Surrounded by enemies, the once-great nation of Ravka has been torn in two by the Shadow
Fold, a swath of near impenetrable darkness crawling with monsters who feast on human
flesh. Now its fate may rest on the shoulders of one lonely refugee.
Alina Starkov has never been good at anything. But when her regiment is attacked on the
Fold and her best friend is brutally injured, Alina reveals a dormant power that saves his
life—a power that could be the key to setting her war-ravaged country free. Wrenched from
everything she knows, Alina is whisked away to the royal court to be trained as a member of
the Grisha, the magical elite led by the mysterious Darkling.
Yet nothing in this lavish world is what it seems. With darkness looming and an entire
kingdom depending on her untamed power, Alina will have to confront the secrets of the
Grisha . . . and the secrets of her heart.

Swashbucklers by Dan Hanks

When Cisco Collins returns to his home town thirty years after saving it from being
swallowed by a hell mouth opened by an ancient pirate ghost, he realises that being a
childhood hero isn't like it was in the movies.
Especially when nobody remembers the heroic bits - even the friends who once fought
alongside him.
Struggling with single parenting and treated as bit of a joke, Cisco isn't really in the
Christmas spirit like everyone else. A fact that's made worse by the tendrils of the pirate's
powers creeping back into our world and people beginning to die in bizarre ways.
With the help of a talking fox, an enchanted forest, a long-lost friend haunting his dreams,
and some 80s video game consoles turned into weapons, Cisco must now convince his
friends to once again help him save the day. Yet they quickly discover that being a
ghostbusting hero is so much easier when you don't have schools runs, parent evenings, and
nativity plays to attend. And even in the middle of a supernatural battle, you always need to
bring snacks and wipes...

The Villa and The Vortex by Elinor Mordaunt

Elinor Mordaunt was the pen name of Evelyn May Clowes (1872-1942), a prolific and
popular novelist and short story writer, working in Australia and Britain in the first thirty-five
years of the twentieth century. Melissa Edmundson has curated this selection of the best of
Mordaunt's supernatural short fiction, which blend the technologies and social attitudes of
modernity with the classic supernatural tropes of the ghost, the haunted house, possession,
conjuration from the dead and witchcraft. Each story is an original and compelling
contribution to the genre, making this selection a marvellous new showcase for women's
writing in classic supernatural fiction.

